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COST AND EFFICIENCY IN PEAR
PRODUCTION

The average cost of producing pears in the Rogue
River Valley in 1924 was $1.73, in 1925 $1.52, and in
1927 $1.20, making a general average for the three years
of $1.48 per box, $68.71 per ton, $2.98 per tree, or $201.61
per acre.

The average price received by the grower for his
pears delivered to the packing-house in 1924 was $1.92
per box; in 1925 it was $1.68 per box; and in 1927 it was
$1.80 per box.

The average yield per acre in 1924 was 110 boxes;
in 1925, 130 boxes; and in 1927, 180 boxes of packed and
graded fruit.

Yield is the dominant factor affecting cost per box,
and therefore the grower's major management problem
is efficiency in those practices *ithin his control which
influence yield and the resultant cost. These practices
include the amount, kind, and method used in cultiva-
tion, fertilization, spraying, orchard heating, pruning,
blight control, and irrigation.

The labor income made by the upper one-fifth of
the growers was approximately 10 times greater than
it was for the average orchardist and the profit per acre
was 3 times as large.



SUMMARY

Success in the pear enterprise involves (a) a knowledge of the cost
of production, (b) the factors affecting cost, (c) the methods by which
costs may be reduced.

The data on which this study is based were obtained from 162
records of bearing pear orchards covering 58 farms in 1924, 52 in 1925, and
52 in 1927. These records included an aggregate of 6,342 acres of bearing
pears and 874,815 boxes of packed and graded fruit.

COST OF PRODUCTION

During the years 1924, 1925, and 1927 the average cost of producing
pears delivered to the packing-house was $1.48 per box, $68.71 per ton,
$2.98 per tree, or $201.61 per acre. This cost includes both cash and non-
cash items allowing the grower current wages for his labor, 5 percent
interest on his investment in bearing pears, and depreciation.

Three fifths of the total cost of producing pears ($122.58 per acre or
90 per box) represents cash expenditure taken directly from the grower's
pocket, and two-fifths ($79.03 per acre or 58. per box) consists of the
operator's own labor, depreciation, and 5 percent interest on his invest-
ment.

There is a wide variation in cost on the different farms ranging from
below $1.00 per box to more than $6.00 per box, indicating the great op-
portunity for improving production practices and management. Fifty-five
percent of the growers produced their pears for less than average cost of
production, and 79 percent of all farms produced pears for less than market
price. The cost for 21 percent of the farms, however, was greater than the
price received. This high-cost group ranged from $2.01 cost per box to
more than $4.00 cost per box. The farms with the highest average cost of
production had the widest range in cost from year to year. The factors
responsible for such variation which are within control of the grower are
the different methods of management in cultivating, fertilizing, spraying,
orchard heating, pruning, controlling blight, and irrigating.

Approximately 80 percent of the cost of producing pears is ex-
-pendeci in preharvest operations and for the most part constitutes neces-
sary expenditures irrespective of the size of the crop eventually to be
harvested.

Labor is the largest item of cost, representing 45 percent of the
total cost, with interest on investment comprising 25 percent, general 10
percent, materials 7 percent, depreciation 7 percent, and machinery 6 per-
cent, respectively.

The three-year average cost of production on the ten most profitable
farms was $47 more per acre and 28 less per box than it was on the
average farm. Excessive reductions in cost per acre may be false economy
and result in increasing the cost per box.
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FACTORS AFFECTING THE YIELD AND COST OF PEAR PRODUCTION

Yield is the dominant factor in reducing cost per box. The cost per
acre increases as the yield is increased, but the cost per box is diminished.

Nine major factors, which are closely associated and related in
their influence, exercise a joint effect on yield and cost. They are:
Fertilization Blight control Orchard heating
Cover-cropping Spraying Age of trees
Cultivation Pruning Irrigation

In measuring the effect of any one of these factors recognition must be
given to the influence of the related factors which act jointly with it in
affecting yield and cost.

Forty-two percent of the farms studied practiced clean cultivation
without the use of either cover-crops or commercial fertilizer. Fifty.eight
percent of the growers endeavored to build up soil fertility by the use of
commercial fertilizer, annual cover crops, permanent cover crops, alfalfa
hay, straw, or barnyard manure, in their orchards. Others combined sev-
eral of these methods.

The use of commercial fertilizer reduced the average cost of pro-
duction 10 per box, the response varying widely on the differ-
ent farms, indicating that economic use of commercial fertilizer
on a particular farm can be determined only by test.

The use of cover-crops lowered the cost 26 per box below that
obtained by the growers who employed neither fertilizer nor
cover-crops as a soil-building method.

Cultivating the orchard from 5 to 9 times appeared to be more
profitable than fewer cultivations or a greater number. The
growers cultivating 10 to 16 times made less profit per acre than
those who cultivated from 5 to 9 times and the orchards culti-
vated 4 times or less produced no proft whatever.

The control of pear blight is essential to profitable production.
The orchardists who spent more than ten hours per acre in com-
bating blight produced their pears for llçt per box iess than
those growers who devoted less than ten hours per acre in
fighting the disease.

Spraying is vital as a protection to the pears from the ravages of
insects and diseases. The greater number of sprayings proved
to be the more profitable.

The greatest profit per acre was received by that group of grow-
ers who spent from 26 to 40 man-hours per acre in pruning their
trees. The average time devoted to pruning work was 20.9 man-
hours per acre.

In the orchards where free and unrestricted air drainage is pre-
vented, thus subjecting the trees to low temperature, it pays to
control frost damage by the addition of artificial heat. Those
orchards to which heat was thus applied yielded an average of
52 boxes per acre more marketable fruit than that obtained from
the unheated orchards. The average cost of production in the

6
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heated orchards was 7 more per box, but the profit per acre
was $7 greater than it was in the unheated orchards.

The average cost of heating one acre of pears one time was $4.76
on the 56 farms, using horses for the work. The average num-
ber of heatings per season was 3.48. The total cost per acre per
year was $16.56.

While the oldest trees produced the largest crops of pears, those
averaging from 15 to 20 years of age produced at the lowest
cost per box and obtained the greatest profit per acre.

The application of irrigation water to all pear orchards which are
not subirrigated has increased production per acre. The or-
chards which were irrigated 2 times or more, however, yielded
an average of 24 boxes more pears per acre than was obtained
from the orchards irrigated but one time.

LABOR PRACTICES AND REQUIREMENTS

Labor, which is the largest cost item within the control of the
grower, requires efficient utilization for low cost of production. Data on
labor costs are stated in terms of (a) money costs, (b) hour requirements
to which current rates may be applied as these rates vary from year to
year, (c) the total labor requirements per acre for each operation, (ci) com-
parison of amount of man labor utilized in the major operations on both
horse and tractor farms, and (e) relative utilization of labor on the most
profitable and on all farms.

The 20 percent most profitable farms utilized approximately more
man-hours per acre than was used on the average farm stuñied. The most
profitable orchards received more cultivating, more spraying, more fer-
tilizing, and more cover-cropping than was given the average farm.

ORGANIZATION AND EARNING POWER OF THE PEAR-FARM BUSINESS

The average gross income per acre was $252, ranging from $193
per acre for the Cornice variety to $334 per acre for the Winter Nelis
variety. The average returns per acre for the Howell variety was $272, for
D'Anjou $253, for Bartlett $235, and for Bosc, $206.

The net profit averaged 32 per box for all varieties for the three-
year period.

The labor income made by the upper of the growers was approxi-
mately ten times greater than it was for the average orchardist and the
profit per acre was three times as large.

The study indicates that reducing the cost per box is equivalent to
increasing the price received and that apparently yield per acre exerted
greater influence on income than did the price per box.

The average investment in bearing pears was found to be approxi-
mately $1,000 per acre.

The size of the business has a pronounced influence on the farm
income. The greater volume of sales from the larger orchards provided a

7



higher farm income for the operators, although the labor income per acre
was less thaii it was from the smaller orchards. The 20 percent most
profitable farms had 57 acres of bearing pears whereas the average farm
had but 39 acres.

The factor of diversity is relatively unimportant in the pear-farm
business, pears providing 88 percent of the income while apples contribute
6 percent, livestock 2.4 percent, and all other crops combined 3.6 percent
respectively.

Approximately of the crop acreage per farm is devoted to fruit
production, 66 percent of which is in bearing pears and 17 percent is in non-
bearing trees. The Bartlett variety occupies about of the bearing acre-
age, while Bosc covers and D'Anjou , respectively. All other varieties
combined utilize only 17.7 percent of the total bearing acreage.

About of the orchards were located on heavy or "sticky" soils,
while were on loam or "semi-sticky" and were on sandy and free-
working soil types.

8



Cost and Efficiency in Pear
Produ&ion in the Rogue

River Valley, Oregon

By

RALPH S. BESSE,
W. S. BROWN and L. P. WiLcox

INTRODUCTION

Success in modern business demands a knowledge of production costs.
Other industries than agriculture spend millions of dollars annually in
studying methods of economical production. As a result new practices are
continually being developed and old systems of operation and manage-
ment discarded.

In like manner the successful pear grower of today must focus his
attention on cost of production, the factors affecting cost, and methods
by which his costs may be reduced.

This bulletin presents information which will assist the growers in
accomplishing such a purpose. It presents (1) the itemized cost of pro-
ducing pears, (2) the factors affecting the yield and cost of pear production,
(3) the labor practices and requirements in pear production, and (4) the
organization and earning power of the pear-farm business.

The facts presented were obtained from a total of 162 pear-production
cost records supplied by the book accounts or careful statements of repre-
sentative pear growers in the Rogue River Valley, Oregon, on 58 farms in
1924, 52 in 1925, and 52 in 1927.f These records cover an aggregate of
6342 acres of bearing orchards and a total of 874,815 boxes of packed and
graded pears during the three-year period.

Acknowledgments. This study was conducted by the departments of Farm Manage-
ment and Horticulture of Oregon State Agricultural College cooperating, the senior author
being a member of the former department and the Junior authors being members of the
latter. During the last two years of this study Mr. Wilcox was county agent of Jackson
county where the primary study was conducted, and appreciation is expressed to the
Extension Service, Oregon State Agricultural College for giving the services of Mr.. Wilcox
in obtaining field records for that period.

The authors gratefully acknowledge the generous cooperation of pear growers who
supplied the basic information for this study, and express appreciation to the Fruit Growers
League of the Rogue River Valley for initiating the work and cooperating in every way to
make the survey accurate, helpful, and effective. Acknowledgment is made to Professor
H. D. Scudder, Chief in Farm Management, Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station,
under whose supervision the study has been conducted; to Professor F. C. Reimer, Superin.
tendent of the Southern Oregon Branch Experiment Station; to Professor C. L. Lon
Extension Specialist in Horticulture, for valuable criticisms and suggestions; to Mr. A.
Burner, Assistant in Farm Management, Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station. for
valuable assistance and counsel in tabulating the material; and to Mr. H. B. Howell, County
Agricultural Agent, Josephine county, for his cooperation in obtaining field records in that
county.

The cover-page photograph as well as several photographs appearing in this bulletin
are used through the courtesy of Harsvood Photo Service, Medford, Oregon.

tDetailed methods of conducting the study are given in Appendix A.
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COST OFPRODUCING ROGUE RIVER PEARS

In studying the cost-of-production figures herewith presented, atten-
tion should be given to the fact that the total cost is composed of all cash
expenses plus depreciation, current wages for the operator's own labor,
and 5 percent interest on the investment. Those who desire to do so, how-
ever, can compute the cost of production without interest or overhead
charges by deducting these items from the total cost.

In applying such cost-of-production figures to an individual orchard
it should be remembered also that these figures are averages and that there
is a wide variation in costs on different farms.

TABLE I. ITEMIZED COST OF PRODUCING PEARS
Three-Year Average, 1924, 1925, 1927

Item

Percent-
Average Average Average Average age of

Cost Cost cost Cost total
per per per per cost per
acre ton box tree acre

Hired labor $63.32 31.41Hired manager 448 2.22
Contract labor -- 5.04 2.50
Operators direct labor - 2.74 1.35
Operator's overhead labor" 11.28 5.60

TOTAL MAN LABOR 86.86 43.08
Horse labor (feed cost only) 3.16 ... 1.57

TOTAL LABOR - 90.02 $30.35 $0.67 $1.33 44.65Spray materials - 7.27 3.61
Fertilizer - 2.51 1.24
Cover-crop seed .73 .36
Trees (for replacement) .41 .20Orchard heating oil 3.70 1.84

TOTAL MATERIALS -- ........ 14.62 4.88 .10 .22 7.25Tractor 3.70 1.84
Truck .87 43Sprayer 1.17 .58Automobile 1.43 .71General machinery repairs 3.33 1.65General fuel and oil . 1.63 .81

TOTAL MACHINERY ............. 12.13 4.09 .09 .18 6.02Building repairs iii .85Telephone .36 .18
Taxes, Insurance and irrigation - 12.96 6.42
Rent (on buildings and equipment) .14 .07Interest on borrowed working capitaL 1.75 .87Miscellaneous 4.22 2.09TOTAL GENERAL 21.14 7.79 .15 .31 10.48Depreciation on buildings 3.52 1.75
Depreciation on irrigation and drainage

equipment - .75 .37Depreciation on machinery and work
stock 9.43 .-... 4.68TOTAL DEPRECIATION 13.70 4.60 .10 .20 6.80Interest on bearing pear orchard 43.82 21.74Interest on buildings 3.76 1.86Interest on irrigation and drainage
equipment - .41 .20Interest on machinery, horses, and feed 2.01 1.00TOTAL INTEREST ..... 50.00 17.00 .37 .74 24.80

TOTAL COST ..._ $201.61 $68.71 $1.48 $.298 100.00

NOTE: Computation methods described in Appendix A.
"Overhead labor is that portion of the operator's total labor which is charged to

supervision, general repairing, and upkeep. It is the difference between the operator's total
labor and his labor devoted directly to producing the pear crop.



COST AND EFFICIENCY IN PEAR PRODUCTION 11

Finally, these costs cover the bearing pear trees only and do not
include any item of cost for the non-bearing trees.

The average annual cost of growing the pear crop and hauling it to the
plant ready for packing, during the three years, 1924, 1925, and 1927, was
$1.48 per box, $68.71 per ton, $201.61 per acre or $2.98 per tree (Table I).

Labor is the largest single item of cost, representing nearly one-half of
the total. Labor alone costs $90.02 per acre, 67çt per box, $1.33 per tree, or
$30.35 per ton of pears produced. There can be no doubt of the fact that
economical production must provide for the efficient utilization of labor.
Additional information of labor utilization is given later in this report.

Interest on investment is the second largest item of cost, comprising
approximately one-fourth of the total. This item represents 5 percent
interest on the operator's investment in land, buildings, and equipment
chargeable to the bearing pear crop.

MATIAL5
7.25% -

CIATION

INT3T ON
I NVETME NT

24.8

GENQAL EXPENSES
10.48%

ChIME
6.02%

LA8OQ
44.65%

FI6.% AVERAGE DISTRI8UTION OF TI-fE
GROWER'5 DOLLAR TO MAJOR ITEM5
OF EXPENSE. THE ITEMS or LABOR
AND INTEREST ALONE CONSTITUTE

OF ThE TOTAL COST.

Fig. 1.
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Next in order of importance is the general expense which is account-
able for one-tenth of the total cost of production.

The cost of materials used in controlling disease, preventing frost
damage, building up fertility, and replacing trees amounts to 7 percent
only of the total cost of production. The average cost for such material
was 1O per box of pears produced. The effect of the use of these materials
on cost and yield of pears will be discussed later in this bulletin.

Depreciation on all buildings, equipment, and work stock also added
1O to the cost of each box of pears produced.

The machinery cost, including gas, oil, grease, and repairs for tractor,
sprayer, automobile, truck, and general machinery used in pear production
amounted to 9 per box, and constituted 6 percent of the total cost of
production.

The distribution of the major cost items is graphically shown in
Figure 1. It will be observed that each dollar of the pear grower's cost is
divided into six principal parts and that the combined cost of interest on
investment and depreciation accounts for almost one-third of the total
expense although these items are frequently not included by growers in
figuring the cost of production.

The annual variation in the major cost items is shown in Table II.

TABLE II. SUMMARY OF MAJOR COST ITEMS BY YEARS INDICATING
ANNUAL VARIATION

Labor $88.71 $8565 $95.71 $90.02 44.65
Materials 13.12 14.74 15.99 14.62 7.25
Machinery 13.06 10.02 13.32 12.13 6.02
General ..__. --------- 15.66 20.60 27.15 21.14 10.48
Depreciation 12.11 14.54 14.46 13.70 6.80
Interest on investment 48.75 .51.37 49.88 50.00 24.80

TOTAL COST $191.41 $196.92 $216.51 $201.61 100.00

Average yield per acre-boxes 110 130 180 140

Average cost per box $1.73 $1.52 $1.20 $1.48

Although there was a marked degree of uniformity in costs from year to
year the expense per acre increased somewhat during the period of this
study. This increase in cost per acre was due largely to the higher yields
obtained and to the increased amounts of labor and materials required to
handle the larger older trees.

Harvest and preharvest cost. The major portion of the cost of pro-
ducing pears is expended in preharvest operations and for the most part
constitutes necessary expenditures irrespective of the size of the crop
eventually to be harvested (Table III). Before the set of the crop can be
determined many operations involving the use of labor, materials, aid
machinery have to be performed, and prior to maturity of the crop fixed
charges for repairs, insurance, taxes, irrigation, depreciation, and interest
on investment have accumulated.

Three.
year Percent-

average age of
Average cost per acre Cost total cost

Item 1924 1925 1927 per acre per acre



TABLE III. HARVEST AND PREHARVEST COST PER ACRE
IN PEAR PRODUCTION

(Three.year average, 1924, 1925, 1927)

Preharvest Harvest Total cost
cost per acre cost per acre per acre

Man labor $51.18 $35.68 $86.86
J-Iorse labor ._ 2.39 .77 3.16
Materials 14.62 14.62
Machinery 10.29 1.84 1213
General expense . 18.18 2.96 21.14
Depreciation .. 13.70 13.70
Interest on investment . 50.00 50.00

Total $160.36 $41.25 $201.61
Percentage of total cost 79.6% 20.4% 100.00%

For itemized direct and overhead harvest and preharvest costs, see Table XXXIX,
Appendix C.

The study shows clearly that 80 percent of the total cost per acre is
spent on the orchard whether a crop is harvested or not. A considerable
part of the operations responsible for this expenditure are those which
influence the vigor and the health of the orchard and must therefore be
performed if succeeding yields are to be obtained. The labor and materials
used in pruning, orchard heating, plowing, cultivating, spraying, irrigating,
cover.cropping, and fertilizing are required whether the set of the current
crop is light or heavy, and the fixed charges listed above pile up without
regard to the size of the crop.

In the harvesting operations, 92 percent of the man labor ($35.68) was
devoted to picking the pears, handling the fruit in the orchard, hauling it to
the packing-house, and the work of cleaning the orchard of boxes and
storing the harvesting equipment at the end of the picking season (Figure
2). Eight percent of the harvesting labor was devoted to bracing and
propping the heavily laden trees and to thinning the crop (Figure 3). Some

Fig. 2. Picking a good crop of unblemished fruit is the climax of the pear growers' efforts.

COST AND EFFICIENCY IN PEAR PRODUCTION 13
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growers might wish to classify this work as preharvest Labor, but since
these operations are not performed unless a heavy crop is set on the trees,
they are classified in this study as harvest operations.

The horse-labor and machinery cost in harvesting represents the ex-
pense of hauling the fruit in the orchard, automobile expense in obtaining

I

-

Fig. 3. Propping and bracing the heavily laden pear tree not only permits all the fruit
to matnre, but saves valuable branches for future duty. This operation required an average
of 4.6 man-hours and 4.9 horse-hours on the 58 farms using horses for this work (Table
XXIV).
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picking labor, and in hauling the fruit to the packing-house in those cases
where the grower's own truck is used for that purpose.

The general expense in harvesting consists of liability and hail insur-
ance together with interest on borrowed working capital necessary to meet
the heavy cost of harvesting labor.

Approximately 10 percent of the harvesting cost represents the op-
erator's overhead labor for supervision, whereas only about 4 percent of
the preharvest cost is classified as managerial work.

Costs axe not all cash. Three fifths of the total cost of producing
pears is drawn directly from the grower's pocket for cash expenditure. The
remaining two fifths consists of the operator's own labor, depreciation,
and interest on his investment (Figure 4).

FVI4-COMPAQ5ON OF CASh AND
NON-CASH COSTS PEI2 ACIE

AVERAGE FOG 3 YCAQ3'l924 1925 1927

Coh cost is SometImes wrongly taken by
growers as reprooentlnq all cost. There to no real profit
inproductionhowe4er until the returns exceed
both the cash and non-cash casts.

l22.ô 79.O3
CASH COOT MOFI-CASHCOS-T-
PeoAcoo PEPACQO

Interest an borrowed working copitol only.
e Horse feed co5t only.

Fig. 4.
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The total cost of production represents all items for which cash is
paid as well as all other items of expense for which an immediate cash out-
lay is not required.

To determine those items which represent cash and those which may
be classified as non-cash expenditures requires an arbitrary selection. The
Operator's labor, feed cost for horses, depreciation, and interest on invest
ment have been placed in the non-cash group. Strictly speaking, how-
ever, they may represent some cash outlay, as the operator's own labor
costs him a certain amount of cash for his own board. The horse feed,
although home grown, involves certain cash expenditures for seed, irri-
gation, and taxes. Depreciation, while not necessarily an annual cash
charge, represents cash when new equipment is purchased to replace that
which is worn out. Since the expense of these items, however, does not
require a direct cash payment for a particular year, they are classified as
non-cash expense. Interest on the operator's own capital falls in this
group, as it is a non-cash expense, except where the property is mort-
gaged. Since this varies and is a personal investment arrangement, all
farms have been charged a uniform rate of 5 percent for the total capital
investment and this sum carried as a non-cash item.

In years of low prices or low yields the pear grower may be able to
pull through without immediate serious financial loss if he obtains a price
sufficient to recover cash cost of production, assuming there is no heavy
mortgage indebtedness. At this price, however, he would receive no pay
for his labor, obtain no interest on his investment, and no allowance for
depreciation with which to replace equipment as it is worn out. Obviously
he could not continue on this basis for many consecutive seasons. To
obtain current wages for his labor, allowance for depreciation, and 5 per-
cent interest on his invested capital the price of pears must be sufficient
to cover total cost of production.

Wide variation in cost. A spread of $6.00 per box between the lowest
and the highest cost groups indicates the great opportunity for improving
production practices and management (Table IV).

TABLE IV. RANGE AND VARIATION IN COST PER BOXAVERAGE OF 162
RECORDS

Records for 1924, 1925, and 1927 combind

Range in cost
per box

Average Percent- Cumulative
Number cost Percent- Total acre- age of percentage

of per age of age bearing total of total
records box records pears acreage acreage

%

A number of conditions and factors are responsible for such wide
variations in cost. These may be classified into two groups, those largely
beyond the control of the grower and those within his control.

Below $100 28 $0.80 17 609 9.6 9.6
$1.01 to $150 61 1.25 38 2,741 43.2 52.8
Average (all farms) .. 1.48 ..
1.51 to 2.00 39 1.73 24 1503 23.7 76.5
2.01 to 2.50 11 2.25 7 397 6.3 82.8
2.51 to 400 15 3.26 9 734 11.6 94.4
More than $4.00 8 6.80 5 356 5.6 100.0



The first group includes such items as location of orchard in respect
to air drainage, native fertility, kind and depth of soil, and the availability
of water for irrigation. Ordinarily the established grower exercises very
limited control over these items although they may be reflected in a lower
investment cost. Transfer to a more desirable location is the chief remedy
for this condition.

The second group of elements responsible for wide variation in yield
and cost includes the different methods of management in respect to
amount of cultivation, fertilization, spraying, orchard heating, pruning,
blight control, and irrigation. Unlike the items mentioned in the first
group, the individual grower exercises almost complete control over these
elements of management. The relative importance of these controllable
factors is discussed later in this report.

The percentage of farms falling in the different cost groups is shown
in Table V.

TA8L V--' PERCENTAGE OF FARMS FALLING
IN OIFFEQENT CO5T GQOUP5.

RECORO5 OF 924, 922. 6 927 COMBiN0

COST PR OX
rRM2.

7%

9%

7%

38%

24%

Slightly more than one-half the farms produced pears at a cost of
$1.50 per box and less, which was profitable production for the years cov-
ered by this study. On the other hand, one farm outof every five had a
cost of production so high as to mean loss to the operator. The cost for
21 percent of the farms ranged from $2.01 per box to more than $4.00 per
box. Naturally these farms cannot continue to sustain such a loss over a
period of years and remain in the business.

These fact are significant when it is remembered that the pear enter-
prise has been considered generally prosperous during the three years of
this study. What will become of the grower who is now a marginal pro-
ducer should present high prices or good yields decline? These facts em-
phasize the importance of studying costs, as in years of low prices or poor
yields the number of marginal growers will greatly increase. It would
seem unquestionable that adjustments in factors affecting yield and cost

COST AND EFFICIENCY IN PEAR PRODUCTION 17
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will be necessary on these farms to place them on a permanently profitable
basis.

Costs vary on same farms in different years. There is a wide variation
in cost on the same farm in different years. A farm with a low cost one
year may have a high cost the following year due to changed practices or
weather conditions. The significance of such variation is shown in Figure
5, which presents the annual cost per box for the same 40 farms for the
entire three-year period. On about one half of the farms the cost runs

Fig. S.

fairly uniform for the whole period with an average cost sufficiently low
to provide a profit on production. The remaining half ofthe farms, how
ever, show a wide variation in cost from year to year, with an average pro-
duction cost considerably in excess of the market price of pears.
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The farms in the first group appear to be efficiently handled with well-
organized practices and methods of production, while those in the second
group are less stable and more likely to meet financial disaster.

With the exception of farms numbered 51 and 11 whose annual costs
were consistently high, the individual spread in cost on the farms in the
second group ranged from $1.40 to $4.94 per box and more than one-half
of these farms had a spread from the highest to the lowest cost, exceeding
$2.00 per box. On farms where the range in annual cost is as wide as
indicated and the average cost remains unprofitably high, adjustments in
practices and management will be necessary to decrease the spread from
year to year and to reduce the average cost.

Cost comparisonsmost profitable farms vs. average farms. The
three-year average cost of production on the ten most profitable farms was
$47.69 more per acre than it was on the average farm studied during this
period (Figure 6). The cost per box, however, was 28 less.

na 6
COMPA%SON OF CO5T5 PtACE ON
Th MOST POFITAL AND ON TH

AVEQAG FAQM
3 tR 1.'!RAOP '-RA4,I9Z5 I 19Z7
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40

Fig. 6.

In analyzing the cost records for each pear crop it was observed that
the earnings on some farms were greater than they were on others. In
order to compare the costs on these high-profit farms with those which
were less successful a selection was made each year of the ten arms ob-
taining the highest labor income. An inspection of the three-year average
cost of production in both of these groups reveals the fact that in every
major division of cost the high-profit farms expended more money per
acre than the average farm. The higher yield per acre, however, on the
better farms reduced the cost per box considerably below that on the
average farm and enabled them to obtain a profit of $99 per acre more than
was obtained from the average farm (Table LXI, Appendix C).

The more profitable group expended more hours of labor in pruning,
spraying, cultivating, smudging, irrigating, and picking. They spent more
money for fertilizer, spray material, and smudge oil. Having a larger in-

llDIhI2PdA



vestment in equipment and machinery their cost for depreciation and inter-
est was greater than it was on the average farm.

It appears that the soundest economy in pear production is to employ
those practices which will increase yield, thus lowering cost per box. Ex-
cessive frugality in reducing the cost per acre may result in increasing the
cost per box.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE YIELD AND COST OF
PEAR PRODUCTION

A great variation in the cost of producing pears on different farms has
been shown in the preceding pages of this report. The factors which are
responsible for such variation, particularly those which are within the
control of the grower and consideration of which would enable him in
many cases to reduce costs where now too high, remain to be determined.

GOOD YIELD ESSENTIAL

Yield is the dominant factor in reducing cost per box (Table VT).
This is due largely to the fact that the major expenditures for preharvest
operations are necessary regardless of the size of the crop. A large part
of these fixed, overhead, and direct expenses per acre remain the same
whether the crop is large or small (Table XXXIX, Appendix C).

For example, the cost of taxes, irrigation, building insurance and re-
pairs, depreciation on buildings and equipment, overhead labor, and inter-

TAL Vt -. GOOD 'ItELOS QEDUCE COST PEQ bOX
3VEfl AVERAGL 924, 1Q25 & 927

YIELD PEN ACNE COST OF P000UCTION TOTAL.NO. AVt,1ELD
0? NECORDS PECE'/4/ /

Iff 207 PER BOX
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l6OO5 PER ACRE

7 I S PER BOX

76-ISO DOXE5 66 13

I75.II PER ACRE

I 25 PER

151-225 805E5 /// 43 09
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est on investment accumulate without regard to the size of the crop. The
direct costs of pruning, spraying, cultivating, fertilizing, irrigating, smudg-
ing, and a number of minor items are necessarily incurred whether the
yield of the crop is high or low. Consequently a large yield will reduce the
charge per box for these necessary minimum expenditures.

The increase in cost per acre, associated with high yields, is not due
entirely to the increased harvesting cost of the larger crop but is due also
iii part to the additional amount of labor and materials used in obtaining
larger yields through greater expenditure for cultivating, irrigating, smudg.
ing, pruning, spraying, fertiNzing, and cover-cropping.

Even though rigid economy may be practiced in every phase of pro-
duction, the cost per box will remain high unless the yield per acre is good.

YIELD FACTORS

Yield being outstanding in its effect on cost of production, the factors
or practices which affect yield are naturally those to which the grower
should give close attention.

In pear production the study shows that in the aggregate nine different
factors exert a more or less definite influence on yield per acre and the
resultant cost of production. Analysis by cross-tabulation shows that these
factors are so closely associated and related that they exercise a joint effect
on yield and cost. It is not of primary importance that the full effect of
each of these factors be measured separately, as in the final analysis the
pear grower is concerned chiefly with the combination of practices which
produce the highest yields at minimum cost.5 In the following pages eaèh
of these yield factors therefore is presented separately and the other
factors which the analysis shows to be closely related or joint factors, in
each case, are noted.

Soil building effective. Profitable pear production requires good yields
and therefore good soils. With the exception of certain river-bottom soils
where the native fertility is still not greatly impaired, soil restorative prac-
tices are essential. In the Rogue River Valley there is a wide variation in
methods used to maintain fertility. Although 42 percent of the farms
studied used clean cultivation without cover-crop or commercial fertilizer,
58 percent of the growers endeavored to build up fertility by various
systems of management. These methods included the addition of corn-
mercial fertilizer, the use of an annual cover-crop to be plowed under each
year (Figure 7), or the maintenance of a permanent cover-crop of sweet
clover or alfalfa which was mowed down and disked into the soil. Some
growers hauled alfalfa hay (Figure 8), grain straw, or barnyard manure
on to their orchards, and a few growers combined several of these meth-
ods. Occasionally a grower was found who maintained separate alfalfa
fields solely for the purpose of supplying this bulky organic fertilitzer to
his orchard. The heavy application of alfalfa hay or straw, however, caused
unusual hazards from fire. Such inflammable material should not be spread
over the orchard until after the fall rains have set in. There were not a

Nor from a technical standpoint, owing to the character of the data, does it appear
feasble through multiple correlation or other statistical analysis to measure quantitatively,
with a sufficient degree of satisfaction to justify such analysis, the respective influence of
each of these joint factors.
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Fig. 7. A good vetch cover-crop increases the nitrogen and humus supply in the soil and
adds vigor and yield to the trees.

sufficient number of cases of the use of hay or straw in the orchards to
justify conclusions, but the general opinion is favorable to this method of
building up soil fertility.

Included in the group which practiced clean cultivation were those
orchards located on deep, fertile river-bottom soil, as well as those located
on heavy "sticky" soils where it was difficult to plow under a cover-crop.

Fig. 8. Alfalfa hay spread on the orchard is an excellent method of building up the
soil. Experiments indicate this practice adds humus, increases activity of soil organisms
and enlarges water-holding capacity of the soil.
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Influence of fertilizer. The pear growers who applied commercial fer-
tilizer to their orchards produced an average of 37 boxes per acre more
fruit than was obtained by the growers who used no soil-building agency.
(Table VII.)

TA9LE VII
IT PAYS TO FE(TIUZ

YEAR AUT000E. 1000.1922 & 021

Although the orchardists who used commercial fertilizer spent an
average of $6.47 per acre for the practice, the cost of pears produced was
10 per box less than it was on the farms using no fertilizer or other soil-
building method. The gross value of the fruit harvested from the fertilized
orchards was $66.60 per acre greater than it was from the unfertilized
crops. Response to commercial fertilizer varied, of course, on the different
farms, and it is always necessary for the individual farm to determine by
actual test its need for fertilizer in the commercial form. The common
practice of application is that of placing the fertilizer around the spread
of the tree in the late fall or early winter so that it will quickly pass into the
root area. The amount used varies from 3 to 5 pounds per tree, which is an
approximate range of from 200 to 400 pounds of fertilizer per acre. This
fertilizer usually consists of nitrate of soda or sulfate of ammonia, to which
in a few cases is added superphosphate and other fertilizer ingredients.

The analysis shows that the number of sprayings, number of cultiva-
tions, hours used in pruning, orchard heating, and age of trees are factors
closely associated with the factor fertilizing and exert a joint effect in
increasing the yield.

Influence of cover-crops. The growers who used cover-crops to main-
tain soil fertility in their orchards produced an average of 76 boxes more
pears per acre at an average of 26 per box less cost than those growers
who used neither commercial fertilizer nor cover-crop as a soil-building
method (Table VIII).

The cost of a cover-crop does not involve a large expenditure. It con-
sists chiefly in the cost of the seed, which averaged $1.77 per acre on those
farms using it, and the labor of seeding, which required an average of 1.3
man-hours and 2.5 horse-hours per acre on those farms using horses to do
the work, or 1.3 man-hours and 1.1 tractor-hours on those farms using
tractor power (Table XXVI).

The prevailing practice in seeding the annual cover-crop is to disk,
spring-tooth, or harrow the ground soon after the pears are picked in the
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early fall. Vetch, rye, or other cover-crop is then seeded and permitted to
grow until the following spring, when it is disked down and plowed under
(Figure 9).

Slightly more than one-third of the growers included in this study
used annual cover-crops of vetch or rye to build up and maintain soil fer-
tility in either all or part of the bearing pear acreage. It appears that the
use of this soil-building method, however, could be profitably employed in
a greater number of the pear orchards in the Rogue River district. Many
pear growers who recognize the value of such a cover-crop do not use it
because their orchards are located either on very heavy, "sticky" soil
where it is difficult to plow under a cover-crop, or on deep river-bottom
soil where the native fertility is still sufficient to produce good crops of
pears. The continuous drawing out of the plant food from these more

Fig. 9. Plowing under a heavy growth of vetch cover-Crop which has lodged in a
tangled mass. Rolling coulters are used on this type of plow for cutting through.

1.3484 30015



fertile soils, however, will eventually reduce their productive ability to the
point where the use of cover-crops will be found profitable on them also.
The related factors which the study indicates to be jointly responsible with
cover-cropping for increasing yield are number of sprays, age of trees,
number of cultivations, amount of orchard heating, and hours of man-labor
devoted to blight-control work.

Moderate cultivation best. Cultivating the orchard from 5 to 9 times
appeared to be more profitable than fewer or more frequent cultivations
(Table IX). The main objective in cultivating pear trees is to keep the
orchard free from weeds and to conserve moistuie. The evidence in Table
IX, however, indicates that there can be either too little cultivation to
accomplish this or cultivation may be excessive and carried to the point
of diminishing returns. The net returns were smaller on those farms

Includes only those farms where total bearing acreage was cultivated. Of the 19
farms not included either all or part of the acreage was in permanent cover-crop. The prac-
tice of permanent cover-cropping, however, is too new and the data too limited to justify
comparisons.

tProfit per acre is computed by deducting cost per box from average price grower
received for pears and multiplying this by average yield per acre.

averaging from 10 to more than 13 cultivations than they were on the
farms averaging from 5 to 9 cultivations, although the yield per acre was
larger in the former groups. On the other hand, too little cultivation is less
desirable than is excessive working of the soil as the yield on those farms
averaging from 1 to 4 cultivations was insufficient to pay for the cost of
production.

Many different methods of cultivating pear orchards are employed in
the Rogue River district. The common practice is to plow the ground in
the spring and cultivate throughout the season with such implements as
the spike-tooth harrow, disk harrow, spring-tooth harrow, weeder, float, or
roller. On some farms the orchards are heavily disked in the spring as a
substitute for plowing and the successive cultivations are applied in the
same manner as on the plowed farms (Figure 10).

Closely associated with the effect of cultivation on yield are orchard
heating, fertilizing, cover-cropping and spraying, which together manifest
a joint influence on the size of the crop.

Control of pear blight necessary. Tile profit in pear production and
the permanency of the industry in the Rogue River district depends in a

TABLE IX. MODERATE CULTIVATION MORE PROFITABLE THAN EITHER
TOO LITTLE OR TOO MUCH

Three-year average, 1924, 1925, 1927

Average
Total Total number Average Average

number acres of culti- number Average profit
Number of cul- of bearing vations of boxes cost per per

tivations recordsa pears per farm per acre box acret

acres boxes
I to 4 23 892 2.8 92 $1.95 No profit
5 to 9 76 2,835 6.9 139 1.42 $53.00
10 to 13 25 1,044 11.2 161 . 154 42.00
More than 13 19 978 17.2 121 1.60 34.00

Total and averages 143 5,749 8.3 140 1.51 $41.00
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large measure on the effective control of blight, the ravages of which have
been known to kill many mature trees in a single year and seriously to
injure others.* The disease attacks all portions of the tree, including the
blossoms, branches, trunks and root systems, but owing to weather condi-
tions the extent of the attack varies from year to year. In some years the
disease may be found in practically every orchard in the district and its
spread through the trees may be so rapid that constant vigilance is required
to control it. In other years the disease appears to be less virulent, requir-
ing only occasional inspection and the removal and burning of infected
limbs.

Fig. 10. The heavily weighted double disk used by some growers in the early spri.ng
as a substitute for plowing. The rear section of the disk is offset to the right to pennit the
working of the soil close to the tree.

In 1924, for example, the average number of hours per acre devoted to
controlling blight was 14.7, while in 1925 an average of 23.7 hours was
used, and in 1927 an average of only 6.5 hours per acre was required for
this work.t

Those orchardists who devoted the greater amount of time in com-
bating blight produced larger crops of pears and at less cost per box than
those growers who spent comparatively little time in fighting the disease
(Table X).

A part of this larger yield, however, may be ascribed to the associated
effects of a higher state of soil fertility, and to the more favorable conditions

For additional information regarding blight, see Ore. Agric. Exp. Sta. Bul. 214, by
F. C. Reimer.

tFor additional data see Table XL in Appendix C.



TABLE It. THE EFFECT OF BLIGHT CONTROL ON COST AND YIELD
Three-?'ear Average, 1924, 1925, 1927

Number of hours
per acre
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Average
Number Average number of Average

of hours per Total boxes cost
records acre acres per acre per box

for rapid growth of the trees in the heavier-producing orchards. Under such
favorable growing conditions the pear blight is most active and develops with
the greatest rapidity. This in turn requires the expenditure of additional time
ii checking and controlling the disease. The analysis further indicates that
the factors pruning, cover-cropping, and orchard heating display a joint effect
with blight control in increasing yield. The extent of the influence of blight
alone on yield and cost, therefore, while not fully measured by this study, indi-
cates clearly that serious losses were prevented by the vigorous control meth-
ods and greater amount of labor employed in those orchards where the disease
was prevalent.

Efficient spraying indispensable. Spraying is vital as a protection to
the pears from the ravages of worms, scale, scab, mites, slugs, canker, and
other destructive insects and diseases which, if uncontrolled, would soon
eliminate pear growing as a profitable enterprise (Figure 11). Beginning
the spray schedule with the application of lime-sulfur or miscible oil to the

TABLE XI. THOROUGH SPBAYING IS PROFITABLE
Three-Year Average, 1924, 1925, 1927

Total
number Average Average Average Average

of number Total boxes cost profit
Number of sprays records of sprays acres per acre per box per acre

acres boxes

dormant trees in the late winter just as the winter buds are swelling, the
pear grower continues his spray program throughout the season by the
application of a total of 3 to 8 different sprays of lead arsenate, summer
oil or lime-sulfur sprays, as conditions may require.

The greater number of sprayings proved to be the most profitable
during the period of this study (Table XI). The larger production in the
orchards receiving the greater number of sprayings, however, cannot all be
ascribed to the effect of spraying alone, as the analysis shows that the
factors pruning, smudging, fertilizing, cover-cropping, and cultivating act
concurrently with spraying in increasing the yield.

The average cost of spraying one acre one time was $4.13 on the farnis
using horses for pulling the spray rig, and $0.42 per acre less on the farms
using tractors, as exhibited in Table XII. A majority of the growers used
horse-drawn sprayers largely because of the difficulty in getting on to the

3 sprays or less 30 2.9 1,436 134 $1.55 $34
More than 3 sprays 131 5.1 4,879 144 1.47 48

TOTAL AND
AVERAGE 161 4.7 6,315 140 $1.49 $43

hrs. hrs. acres boxes
tO hours or less 78 5.2 3,119.0 125.0 $1.54
More than 10 hours 62 26.1 2,564.0 167.1 1.43

TOTAL 140 15.0 5,683J 131.6 $1.48
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Fig. II. From this elevation nothing is missed when the spray gun shoots down on the top
of the tree. A three-man tractor outfit.

TABLE XII. AVERAGE COST OF SPRAYING ONE ACRE ONE TIME
Three-Year Average, 1924, 1925, 1927

Sprayed
Item with horses

Sprayed
with tractor

Number of records
Average acres of pears
Total acreage sprayed

119
40

21,419

14
48

3,327

Operators' direct labor $0.18 $0.05
Hired labor 1.21 1.17
Horse labor .37
Tractor expense ----
Spray material .._ 1.54 1.23
Sprayer operation cost (oil, gas, repairs) .26 .14
Depreciation on sprayer .47 .31
Interest on sprayer .10 .07

TOTAL COST PER ACRE $4.13 $3.71



wet ground for the dormant spray early in the spring (Figure 12). Several
of the growers have installed stationary spray equipment connected with
underground pipe buried in the orchard which enables them to spray at any
season of the year without moving a spray rig over the ground (Figure 13).

Fig. 12. The codling-moth meets his doom with the effective spraying of lead arsenate
by this two-man outtt. The man on the platform covers the upper portion of the tree and
the man on the ground covers the lower part.

Influence of pruning. The greatest profit per acre was received by that
group of growers who spent from 26 to 40 hours per acre in pruning their
trees (Table XIII). The pear growers who devoted an average of more
than 40 hours per acre to trimming their trees obtained an average yield
of 105 boxes more pears per acre than those orchardists who spent 10
hours or less per acre in pruning work.

The average yields of these respective groups reflect also the age of
the trees, amount of smudging, fertilizing, hours used in blight control, and
number of sprays applied. The influence of these practices is to be expect-
ed, inasmuch as the pear grower who follows good pruning methods is the
man who is most likely to adopt other desirable systems of management.
This close association of pruning and other factors of good management
makes it difficult to separate the effect of pruning alone from the combined
effects of other practices, and to measure its single influence on the yield
of the crop.
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Fig. 13. This modern stationary system enables effective spraying early in the spring
when it is difficult to pull a spray rig over the muddy ground.

TABLE XIII
EFFICIENT PRUNING COM(NED WItH (9t11E SOUND
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Fig. 14. Pruning recuires judgment, care and experience.

income per acre than the group which utilized but 10 hours or less for this
work. The expenditure of an average of from 11 to 40 hours per acre for
pruning pears appears to be the time requirement, taking the orchards as a
whole, that gave the best results. Less or more seems to have been due to
abnormal conditions.

Influence of orchard heating. Since a crop representing the labor and
the expense for an entire year may be wiped out by frost in a single night,
it pays to control frost damage by the addition of artificial heat in those
orchards which are subjected to low temperatures (Figure 15). Those
orchards to which heat was applied yielded an average of 52 boxes per
acre more marketable fruit than was obtained from the unheated orchards
(Table XIV).

The complete influence of artificial heat on the cost, however, is not
fully disclosed in Table XIV, inasmuch as temperature control is not re-
quired in all orchards to prevent frost damage. The majority of those

Naturally, the older, larger trees required more time for pruning. The
group of orchards, however, which consumed more than 40 hours of labor
per acre in pruning work, irrespective of the age of the trees or the effect
of other practices, gave much less profit per acre than the groups pruning
from 11 to 25 hours and from 26 to 40 hours per acre respectively (Figure
14). On the other hand, the heavy.pruning group made a much higher net
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r

'a

Fig. 15. Saving a pear crop from the ravages of frost.

orchards which were unheated were more favorably located in respect to
air drainage than the artificially heated orchards, and were capable of
passing through periods of moderately low temperatures without frost
injury, whereas the fruit in orchards having less favorable air drainage
would have been seriously damaged or possibly destroyed by frost. In
many cases where the crop is not killed outright by a severe frost, the
pears may be injured, but remain on the tree until maturity, making second-
grade or cull fruit.

TABLE XIV. ORCHARD HEATING FREQUENTLY REDUCES THE LOSS FROM
FROST DAMAGE AND OFTEN SAVES THE CROP FROM

COMPLETE DESTRUCTION
Three-Year Average, 1924, 1925, 1927

The actual cost of production in the heated orchards was 7 per box
more than it was in the unheated orchards. Had none of the orchards
been heated, however, the spread in cost between these groups would

Average
Total Average Average Average Cost of

number number of cost per yield produc-
of heatings box for boxes tion

Heating practice records per farm heating per acre per box

boxea
Orchards unheated 93 .00 $0.00 122 $1.44
Orchards heated 66 3.48 .095 174 1.51

TOTAL AND
AVERAGE 159 1.48 140 $1.48

Average
profit

per acre

$44
51

$45
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doubtless have been much wider than it is, owing to the production of
short crops thinned by frost, or to frost-damaged fruit.

Additional factors which the study reveals to be jointly responsible
with orchard heating for increasing yield are pruning, blight control, culti-
vation, cover-cropping, fertilizing, and number of sprayings.

The average cost of heating one acre of pears one time was $4.76 on
the farms using horses for distributing the smudge-pots in the orchard and
filling the pots with oil (Table XV).

TABLE XV. COST OF HEATING ONE ACRE ONE TIME
(On Farms Using Horses Only

Records for 1924, 1925, 1927 Combined
Total Records, 56

Total Acreage Heated. 7,576

The average number of heatings per farm was 3.48, making a total
average cost of heating one acre for the whole season $16.56. In spite of
this additional expenditure for frost protection the heated orchards made
an average profit of $7.00 per acre more than the unheated orchards.

An average of 7 hours of man labor per acre and 4.9 hours of horse
labor was utilized by the growers who endeavored to eliminate frost dam-
age from their fruit (Table XXI). This amount of time was required to
distribute the smudge-pots in the orchard and fill them ready for the first
lighting, for refilling of the pots after each burning, for lighting the pots
when the temperature was low, and for the gathering in and storing of the
pots at the end of the frost season.

The common practice in the Rogue River district is to place the
smudge-pots or heaters in the orchard in February or March and fill them
with oil while the trees are still dormant. Several different types of heaters,
ranging from the small lard-pail, open-bucket type to the large-capacity
heater equipped with drafts and stacks, are used for this purpose. When
the small 5-quart or 10-quart lard-pail type of pot is used, from 150 to 200
smudge-pots per acre are required. These are usually set in groups of twos
or threes between each row of trees, so that if the low temperature con-
tinues after the first pot has burned out the second or third one may be
lighted (Figure 16). When the large-capacity heaters are used, 35 to 50
per acre are required, and only one is set in a place (Figure 17).

The greasy, sooty smudge-pot does not look much like the proverbial
pot of gold at the rainbow's end, but it becomes a pot of gold for the pear
grower whose pears it saves from destruction by frost.

Average cost
per acre

Item heated

Operator's direct labor $0.07
Hired labor 1.02
Horse labor .16
Oil 2.57
Interest on investment AS
Depreciation .76

COST OF ONE HEATING PER ACRE $46
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Fig. 16. Smudge-pots set in clusters of two or three, filled for alternate lighting, insure suf-
ficierit capacity to heat through a comparatively long period of low temperature.

Influence of age. Grown under similar conditions the older trees will
produce the largest crop of pears (Table XVI). The oldest trees, however,
are not necessarily the most profitable. In the oldest-age group, as revealed
in Table XVI, the cost per box was greater and the profit per acre was
less than it was in the middle-age group, the trees of which were from 15
to 20 years old. This fact is also disclosed in Table XIII. It is probable

Fig. 17. Heaters full of oil ready for the torch together with reliable temperature recording
equipment is good insurance against frost damage.



TABLE XVI. RELATION OF AGE OF BEARING ORCHARD TO YIELD
OF PEARS

Three-Year Average. 1924, 1925 1927

Range in age
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Average Average Average Average Average
Total age of acres Yield cost cost profit

number of bearing per per per per per
records pears farm acre box acre acre

years acres boxes

that the additional income from the higher-yielding, older trees is offset
by the heavier cost of labor in pruning, spraying, propping, thinning,and
harvesting the crop from the older trees. The combined influence of prun-
ing, cover-cropping, and fertilizing, the study reveals, are jointly responsi-
ble with age of trees in increasing the production of pears.

Influence of irrigation. Those familiar with the yield of pears in the
Rogue River district, prior to the use of irrigation and now, know that the
yield has been greatly increased by the application of irrigation water.
There are still a few orchards, however, located mostly on river-bottom
land, which have the advantage of subirrigation, and consequently do not
need tc be irrigated to obtain good yields. The native fertility of such
bottom-land also generally increased the yield of pears over upland soil.
For these reasons the records covering the unirrigated orchards show a
yield greater than that obtained under irrigation. If data were available
a more desirable comparison would be between non-irrigated and irrigated
upland orchards. Practically all upland orchards, however, are now irri-
gated and such a comparison cannot be made.

The orchards which were irrigated two times or more yielded an
average of 24 boxes more pears per acre than was obtained from the
orchards which were irrigated but one time (Table XVII). The cost per
box was 7 greater on the heavily irrigated land, but the net profit per
acre was about the same for both groups.

TABLE XVII. YIELDS ARE INCREASED UNDER IRRIGATION
Three-Year Average, 1924, 1925, 1927

Average
profit

per acre

9 to 14 years 50 13 35 123 $1.57 $181 $28
15 to 20 yeara 85 16 44 140 1.43 196 52
More than 20 years 26 27 23 216 1.60 334 43

TOTAL AND
AVERAGE 161 17 39 140 $1.49 $202 $43

Not irrigated 16 0.00 693 151 $1.44 $55
One irrigation 38 1.10 2,041 126 1.42 48
Two or more irri-

gations 98 2.57 3,099 150 1.49 47

TOTAL AND
AVERAGE
(ALL REC-
ORDS) 152 1.92 5,833 139 $1.46 $48

Average
Number number Average Average

of of irri- Total yield cost per
records gations acres per acre box

acres boxes
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The average cost of irrigating one acre one time was $2.62 on farms
using horses for irrigation work, and $3.88 on farms using tractors for this
purpose (Table XVIII). This cost represents only the expense of apply-
ing the water to the land and does not cover irrigation-district charges
interest additions, or the cost of operation and maintenance of the irri-
gating system. These latter costs are presented in Table I.

TABLE XVIII. AVERAGE COST OF IRRIGATING ONE ACRE ONE TIME
Three-Year Average, 1924, 1925, 1927

For each irrigation the horse farms utilized 4.2 man-hours and 1.2
horse-hours per acre, whereas the tractor farms used 5.7 man-hours and
j tractor-hour for each acre covered (Table XXV).

The orchards located on heavy, sticky" soils required 2.3 more hours
of man-labor per acre for irrigation work than was needed on free-working
soils. On very heavy soils where the water percolation is slow the common

Fig. 18. Orchard furrowed for irrigation ready for water to be turned out of wooden
flume through small holes next to ditches. Such a small head of water permits thorough
irrigation of heavy soils by allowing complete percolation into the ground.

Item

Average cost
per acre on
horse farms

Average cost
per acre on

tractor
farms

Number of farms 49 66
Total acreage covered 2012 5647

Cost of operator's direct labor $0.47 $0.11
Cost of hired labor .. 1.80 2.72
Cost of horse labor . .15
'rractor expense .. .37
Interest on irrigation equipment .07 .26
Depreciation on irrigation equipment -- .13 .4.2

TOTAL COST PER ACRE IRRIGATED -- $E62 $3.88
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practice is to permit a very small stream of water to run slowly through
small furrows between the rows of trees. This water may be turned into
the furrows from lateral ditches, contoured along the higher levels, or it
may be run out through small holes bored in wooden flumes (Figure
18. Some of the growers have installed underground pipe through which
the water is carried to concrete stand-pipes located at different high
points in the orchard. From these stand-pipes the water flows by gravity
into the furrows between the trees (Figure 19). In the free-working, more

Fig. 19. The use of a concrete stand-pipe as the outlet for underground piping is a modern
method of irrigating pear orchards.

porous soils where the water soaks into the ground rapidly, a heavier head
of irrigation water is required than that employed in irrigating the heavy
soils.

LABOR PRACTICES AND REQUIREMENTS IN
PEAR PRODUCTION

Inasmuch as the item of labor is responsible for approximately one-
half the total cost of producing pears, and is the largest cost item over
which the grower exercises control, a detailed analysis of the labor prac-
tices and average requirements in pear production should enable the grow-
er to obtain more efficient utilization of the labor on his own farm.

A number of the labor operations have been discussed to some extent
in the preceding pages of this bulletin, but the entire labor program should
be considered in greater detail in order that the total requirements may be
more clearly understood. Labor, heretofore stated largely in terms of
money costs, may be restated in terms of basic units of time requirements
to which rates paid for labor may be applied as these rates vary from year
to year.
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Even more important than the amount of labor required t perform
the work of the different operations in production is the timeliness and
thoroughness with which the work is accomplished. For example, spray-
ing must be done within certain well-defined limits of time or it will be of
little value. The heating of the orchard must be accomplished at pre-
cisely the right time or the fruit will be frost-damaged or destroyed. Blight
must be controlled in its early stage of development to prevent heavy loss-
es of fruit and trees. Again, the pears must be picked when they have
reached a certain definite stage of maturity.

In the time for performing these operations, the pear grower has but
little choice. The work must be done promptly and it must be done well.
The grower must have adequate equipment and be able to obtain com-
petent labor just when it is needed for these timely operations.

In the labor of pruning, plowing, cultivating, thinning, irrigating,
propping, grafting, replanting, fertilizing, and in the performance of other
miscellaneous jobs, the grower has greater latitude, as there is a wider
range of time in which the work may be done. In the following discussion
of labor practices, each major labor operation will be considered separately
in the order of its approximate seasonal application.

Pruning labor. Beginning in December and extending through the
month of January and part of February, the labor of pruning the pear
trees and disposing of the brush utilizes more time of the pear grower than
any other operation except harvesting. In addition to the man labor re-
quired for this work, the pear grower uses horse labor or truck labor, and
in some cases a combination of both, in hauling brush from the orchard.
The records of the growers following the different practices in their prun-
ing operations, together with the average number of hours of labor utilized
in this work, are shown in Table XIX.

TABLE XIX. LABOR REQUIRED FOR PRUNING
Three-year Average, 1924. 1925, 1927

Total hours per acre
Average Horse,
number tractor,

Operation How performed of records Man or truck

'On farms so indicated all pruning was done by man labor oniy or by man and horse
labor only, or by man and truck labor only.

Plowing labor. Approximately 80 percent of the orchards were plowed
and about 20 percent of them were either disked or left in permanent cov-
er-crops of alfalfa or sweet clover. Of the 129 plowing records averaged,
about three fourths of the orchards were plowed with tractors and one
fourth were plowed with horses. The amount of time utilized on both
tractor and horse farms is given in Table XX.

Jir,t. hrs.
Pruning._.._........_____...Man ._.._...._ ........_.._ 156 21.0
Brush disposal........_..Man and horse ._.._...._. 132 3.8 5.5
Brush disposal..._------_.Man and truck 6 3.5 2.3

ALL PRUNING.. Man only)' . ............_.._ 17 33.1
ALL PRUNING ...... Man and horse 132 24.1 5.5
ALL PRUNING Man and truck only 6 26.4 2.3
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TABLE XX. LABOR REQUIRED FOR PLOWING
Three-year average, 1924, 1925, 1927

Total hours per acre
Number Horse,

of Total truck,
records acres or

How performed averaged covered Man tractor

Orchard heating labor. The labor of orchard heating starts in the late
winter or very early spring when the smudge-pots are placed in the orchard
and filled with oil ready for lighting. The actual use of the heat is in April
and May. It ends when the danger from frost is over and the pots are
hauled out of the orchard and stored away. In the intervening time be-
tween these points there is the labor of lighting the pots for each heating,
refilling them with oil after each burning, and emptying them of oil ready
for storing when the danger from frosts has passed. Both horses and
trucks are utilized in doing this work. The total hours per acre and the
hours per acre for each heating are given in Table XXI.

TABLE XXI. LABOR REQUIRED FOR ORCHARD HEATING

Spraying labor. The spraying of pears requires the periodic use of
man, tractor, truck, or horse labor from the application of the dormant
spray in the late winter months to the last cover spray in July or August.
The amount of labor utilized for this work is presented in Table XX II.

TABLE XXII. LABOR REQUIRED FOR SPRAYING
Three-Year Average, 1924, 1925, 1927

Hours per acre
each spraying

Horse,
tractor,

or
Man truck

hrs. hrs.
2.3 2.5
1.9 .8

Cultivating labor. At intermittent periods from April until August the
pear grower cultivates his orchard to control weeds and conserve the
moisture supply. Ranging from the hand labor of hoeing and spading

acres hrs. lirs.
Plowing Man and horse 37 437 9.1 16.5
Plowing Man and tractor ... 92 3,977 2.8 2.8
Plowing tree rows Man and horse 15 703 2.3 4.2

Three-year Average, 1924, 1925, 1927

Num.
ber
of Num- Total hours

rec- her of per acre
ords heat- Horse
aver- ings ap- or

Operation I-low performed aged plied Man tri'ck

hrs. hrs.
Orchard heating ....Man and horse 57 3.50 7 4.9
Orchard heating_..Man and truck 7 3.23 4 1.4

Num-
ber of

Total hours
per acre

rec-
ords
aver-

Num-
her of
spray-

Horse,
tractor,

or
Operation How performed aged ings Man truck

hrs. hes.
Spraying Man and horse 135 4.52 10.3 7.4
Spraying Man, tractor, and truck 15 5.07 10.0 4.0

Hours per acre
for each heating

Horse
or

Man truck

hr.s. hrs.
2.5 1.9
2.1 .8
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around the trees to the heavy tractor labor of the double disk, the cultiva-
tton alternates throughout the season, drawing heavily on the man, tractor,
or horse labor available at that busy period of the year (Table XXIII).

TABLE XXIII. LABOR REQUIRED FOR CULTIVATION
Three-year Average, t924, 1925, 1927

'On farms so indicated all cultivating was performed by man and horse labor only or by
man and tractor labor only.

The orchards which were cultivated with tractors received more culti-
vation with the expenditure of fewer hours of man labor per acre than
those cultivated with horse-power. This does not necessarily imply, how-
ever, that tractor operation is less expensive or more efficient than horse
operations. In fact no attempt is made here to compare the relative effi-
ciency of horse-power and tractor power as such a study is apart from the
purpose of this bulletin and involves a body of data essentially different
from that included in this study.

The labor required for cultivating is in competition with that needed
for spraying, thinning, irrigating, blight-control work, and propping, as
all of these operations must be performed during the season from April
to August.

Thinning, blight-control, and propping labor. The amount of labor
utilized in thinning the pears, fighting the blight, and propping the trees
is exhibited in Table XXIV.

The requirements for these operations vary with the size of the crop
and with the virulence and prevalence of the blight disease. The combined
labor used for these operations is exceeded in volume only by the labor
of harvesting the pears.

Num.
her of

ccc-
ords
aver-

Aver-
age
sum-

ber of
culti-

Total hours
per acre

1-lorse,
tractor,

Flours per
acre each

cultivation
Horse,
tractor,

Operation How performed aged vations Man or truck Man or truck
his. hrs. his, his.

Harrowing alan and horse.. 39 2.95 2.6 5.9 9 2.0
Harrowing Man and tractor 42 3.58 1.9 1.9 .5 .5
Disking Man and horse.. 17 2.35 2.4 4.8 1.2 2.4
Disking Man and tractor 98 4.25 2.9 2.9 1.4 1.4
Spring-toothing..........._ Man and Iiorse. 20 2.88 2.8 5.6 1.1 2.2
Spring-toothing Mart and tractor 42 3.10 t.9 1.9 .6 .6
Weeding Man and horse.. 5 3.00 4.3 8.5 15 2.8
Weeding Man and tractor 1 1.00 .6 .6 .6 .6
Floating Man and horse.. 5 2.67 2.5 5.2 1.3 2.5
Floating Man and tractor 16 214 1.3 1.2 .6 .6
Rolling Man and horse.. 7 1.07 1.3 2.6 t.2 2.5
Rolling Man and tractor 4 2.16 1.1 1.1 .5 .5
Cultivating Man and horse. 5 3.16 5.4 t6.8 2.0 4.0
Cultivating Man and tractor 28 2.20 1.8 1.8 .9 9
Other cultivation Man and tractor 3 3.00 4.3 4.3 2.5 2.5
Spade and hoe._...._.........Man 51 1.05 3.1 2.9

ALL CULTIVATION.(Man and horse
only) 34 5.98 9.6 16.8 1.6 2.8

ALL CULTIVATION.(Man and tractor
only)* 88 8.67 5.5 4.8 .7 .6
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TABLE XXIV. LABOR REQUIRED FOR THINNING, BLIGHT CONTROL, AND
PROPPING

Three-year Average 1924, 1925. 1927

Total hours per acre
Number of Horses,

records Total acres tractor,
Operation How performed averaged covered Man or truck

Irrigating labor. Furrowing between the rows of trees, directing the
course of the water, and controlling the size of the head of water con-
stitutes the greater portion of the labor utilized in irrigating the pears
(Table XXV).

TABLE XXV. LABOR REQUIRED FOR IRRIGATING

Three-year Average 1924, 1925, 1927

On farms so indicated all irrigation was performed by man labor only or by man and
horse labor only, or by man and tractor labor only.

Miscellaneous labor. At different intervals during the season, extend-
ing from the early spring until the late fall months, the pear grower is
confronted with such miscellaneous tasks as grafting, budding or replant-
ing trees, applying fertilizers, marketing pears, cleaning the orchard of
boxes, ladders, and other harvesting equipment, seeding the cover-crop,
and the performance of other miscellaneous duties which require his at-
tentiot1. In the aggregate a considerable amount of time is required for
such work, as is indicated in Table XXVI.

Harvesting labor. The quantity of labor utilized in harvesting the
pears exceeds that used in any other operation. It consists of such items
as the preparation for picking, obtaining pickers and distributing the
picking boxes, ladders, and other harvesting equipment in the orchard. It
tncludes the heavy labor requirement of picking the pears front the trees,
hauling them to a loading shed or central loading place in the orchard,
and the transporting of the pears to tile packing-house ready for packing,
storing, sale, and shipment (Table XXVII).

Num-
ber of

icc-
ords
aver-

Aver-
age

nurn-
ber of
irriga.

Total hours
per acre

Horse,
tractor,

or

Hours per acre
each irrigation

Horse,
tractor,

or
Operation How performed aged lions Man truck Man truck

Furrowing lot Irrigation._ Man and horse.. 48 1.70
his.
1.3

lies.
2.3

his,
.8

his.
1.5

Furrowing for Irrigation... Man and tractor 66 1.75 1.1 1.0 .6 .6
Irrigation Man 146 2.12 8.7 ...- 4.1

ALL IRRIGATION.. Man only 23 3.20 10.8 3.6
ALL IRRIGATION Man and horse

only 48 1.97 7.4 2.1 4.2 1.2
ALL IRRIGATION.. Man and tractor

onlyv 66 1.91 10.4 1.0 5.7 .5

Thinning. Man 43 1,436 12.3
Blight control Man 132 5,010 14.0
Propping Man 27 1,019 5.9
Propping Maa and horse 58 2.437 4.6 4.9

acres his, his.
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TABLE XXVI. MISCELLANEOUS LABOR UTILIZED

Three-year Average. 1924, 1925, 1927

nOn farms so indicated all miscellaneous labor was performed by man labor only, or by
man and horse labor only, or by man and tractor labor only.

2
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155

1155

12z
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0

Fig. 20.Fig. 20.

Operation How performed

Number
of Fec-

ords
aver-
aged

Total hours per acre
Horse,
tractor,

Man or truck

hrs. hra.
Grafting. Man 27 6.7
Marketing....... Man and truck 67 6.9 4.6
Replanting. Man 59 1.6
Cleaning up Man and horse 59 .6 1.0
Cleaning up Man and trucl< 2 .4 .3
Cover-crop Man and horse 25 1.3 2.5
Cover-crop Man and tractor 21 1.3 1.1
Fertilizing-----_..._.._.........-------------......Man and horse... 34 8.4 12.4
Fertilizing Man and tractor 7 3.6 3.2
Other labor Man 27 11.9

ALL MISCELLANEOUS LABOR...Man only' 14 26.3
ALL MISCELLANEOUS LABORMan and horse onlyn 74 8.0 5.4
ALL MISCELLANEOUS LABOR.. Man and tractor

only' 21 3.9 1.4
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* ida-k performed by man labor only and some amount utilized an both horse cad tractor forms
Cc 27 recordt rof-11ng and 29 recarth replontItac
* 0 nlncludes morkekia, cover croppin,tertiIiZing, CleonIn up ,and other labor.

man labor only and some amount utilized an both horse cad tractor forms
Cc 27 recordt rof-11ng and 29 recarth replontItac
* 0 nlncludes morkekia, cover croppin,tertiIiZing, CleonIn up ,and other labor.
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Comparison of amount of man labor utilized in major operations. A
comparison of the amount of man labor utilized on farms where all of the
labor for each operation was performed by man and horse labor only
reveals the fact that harvesting required the largest amount per acre, while
the work of pruning, blight control, thinning, spraying, and cultivating
followed next in order of importance in labor consumption (Figure 20).
The labor of plowing was nearly equal to the requirement for cultivation.

TABLE XXVII. LABOR REQUIRED FOR HARVESTING
Three-year Average, 1924, 1925, .1927

Number
of rec- Total hours per acre
ords Horse,
aver- tractor.

Operation How performed aged Man or truck

Jars. u.s.

aOn farms so indicated all harvesting was performed by man labor only or by man and
horse labor only or by man and tractor labor only.

AVEQAOE MAN
HOuRS PER ACQO

35
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Orchard heating and irrigating required about the same amount of labor.
Miscellaneous labor, although usually considered of but little consequence,
utilized more labor per acre than either orchard heating, irrigating, or
propping, and it consumed almost as much labor as cultivation.

Figure 21 presents a comparison of the labor utilized in the different
operations on those farms where all of the work was done by man, tractor,
or truck labor. Here, as with the horse farms, the work of harvesting
required the largest volume of labor per acre, while the work of pruning,
blight control, thinning, and spraying, respectively, ranked next in amount
of labor utilized. Unlike the horse farms, however, where cultivation held
sixth place, it ranked eighth in labor requirements on the tractor farms.

Utilization of labor on most profitable farms and on all farms. The
farms in the uppermost 20 percent of the profitable producers were the
heaviest consumers of man labor in performing the major operations in
pear production (Table XXVIII). They made the most abundant use of
the practices which increase yield and reduce cost. The 20 percent of the
farms with the highest earnings devoted more man-hours per acre to the
work of pruning, orchard heating, spraying, blight control, and irrigating
than the average farm studied. The highest 20 percent of the growers gave
their bearing trees more heating, more cultivation, more spraying, more
fertilizing, and more cover-cropping than the average orchardist. The
total of hours of man labor utilized on the upper 20 percent of the orchards
was approximately one-third greater than on the average farm.

TABLE XXVIII. COMPARISON OF THE CHIEF LABOR OPERATIONS OF THE
20 PERCENT MOST PROFITABLE FARMS WITH THE

AVERAGE OF ALL FARMS
Three-year Average, 1924, 1925, 1927

The 20 percent of all farms which produced the highest average labor income.
tRepresents total man labor including those items listed in Table XXVIII as well as

all other labor items not included therein.

Item

,Three-year
Highest 20

percent
of farms

averagej

All farms.

Pruning
Man-hours 32.26 21.4

Orchard heating
Number of times - 283 1.5
Man-hours 7.75 43

Cultivating
Number of times 873 7.6
Man-hours 7.50 8.2
Horse-hours -- 1.03 2.9
Tractor-hours - 6.56 5.6

Spraying
Number of times 519 47
Man-hours -- 19.72 15_s

Blight
Man-hours - 18.33 14.0

Fertilizing
Percentage of farms fertilizing - 57.0 38.9
Cost per acre - $3.50 $2.51

Irrigating
Nuntber of times 1.97 1.9
Man-hours 14.09 10.9

Cover-cropping
Percentage of total acres 57.4 32.3
Percentage of farms cover-cropping 70.0 35.7

ALL MAN LABORHoursf. 173.3 131.98



ORGANIZATION AND EARNING POWER OF THE
PEAR-FARM BUSINESS

The pear farm is rapidly developing into a highly specialized business
enterprise, many of the operators devoting their entire time and capital to
the work of pear production alone. This is not an unexpected development
inasmuch as the complicated problems of successful pear production re-
quire an intimate knowledge of the business, together with a practical un-
derstanding of agricultural science as it pertains to horticulture. Many of
the specialized operators are adding to their present acreage by setting out
new blocks of orchard or by the purchase of additional tracts of bearing
trees.

Size of business affects income. The factor, volume of business, as
measured by the number of acres of bearing trees, has a marked influence
on the income from the pear enterprise (Table XXIX). The small orchard
earns the highest labor income per acre, but owing to limited acreage the
operator obtains less money for his year's work than the grower who
operates a larger orchard. As the number of acres of bearing pears is

TABLE XXIX. THE RELATION OF SIZE OF BUSINESS TO FARM INCOME
Three-year Average, 1924, 1925, 1927

Aver- Average
age. Aver- Average labor

Num. number age yield income Average
Number of acres ber of of acres capital per per farm

bearing farms bearing invested acre acre income

Farm Income is the sum remaining after deducting all operating expenses and depreci-
ation from the total receipts. It is the combined earnings of the operator's capital, labor,
and management.

increased a greater capital investment is required, but the combined earn-
ings of the operator's investment, labor, and management is likewise
increased.

The 20 percent of the farms with the highest earnings had an average
of 57 acres of bearing pears whereas the average orchard on all farms
included in this study was only 39 acres (Table LXI, Appendix).

Utilization of the land. Approximately three-fourths of the total crop
acreage on the farms studied is devoted to fruit production, 66 percent of
which is in bearing pear trees and 17 percent is in young pears which have
not yet come into bearing (Table XXX). The remainder of the fruit acre-
age consists principally of apples.

The distribution of the pear acreage by varieties for both bearing and
non-bearing trees is given in Table XXXI. Bartlett is the leading variety

acres boxes
10 or less 27 6.1 $ 15,954 190 $116.70 $1,488
11-35 - 72 21.2 32,319 158 37.80 2,447
36-60 30 44.1 60,837 152 30.70 4,318
More than 60 33 100.3 132,382 125 3.50 6,852

TOTAL AND
AVERAGE 162 39.1 $ 55,188 140 $ 19.80 $3,507

COST AND EFFICIENCY IN PEAR PRODUCTION 45
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TABLE XXX. HOW LAND ON PEAR FARM IS UTILIZED
Three-year Average, 1924, 1925, 1927

Use of land

acres
Bearing pears 39.2 36.6
Non-bearing pears 10.0 9.4
Apples g.i 8.6
Other fruit - 1.2 1.1Other crop land ... 18.2 17.1
TOTAL CULTIVATED LAND 77.7 72.8
TILLABLE WOODS AND PASTURE 8.5 7.9
NON-TILLABLE LAND 20.6 19.3

TOTAL 108 100.0

TABLE XXXI. ACREAGE OF BEARING AND NONBEARING PEARS
BY VARIETY

All records for 1924, 1925, and 1927 combined

Variety

Bearing pear Non-bearing pears.-,
Percent-

Number age of Average Number Average
of Total total weighted of Total weighted

farms acres acreage age farms acres age

acres years acres years

'Includes Seckel, Farrelle, P. Barry and Clairgeau.
tConsists of rootstocks which have not yet been grafted to a particular variety.

in point of acreage, utilizing approximately of the total bearing area,
while Bosc utilizes , and D'Anjou of the bearing acreage, respectively.
These three varieties constitute 82.3 percent of the total acreage of bearing
pears studied and Comice, Winter Nelis, Howell, and all other varieties
combined utilize but 17.7 percent of the total acres in bearing pears.

There is a considerable variation in the number of varieties grown on
the different farms, as follows:

Average acres Percentage of
per farm total acreage

In the non-bearing varieties the Bosc acreage is approximately 2
times greater than it is for all other classified varieties combined. About
42 percent of the total acreage of non-bearing pears is still unclassified,
representing mostly the plantings of rootstocks which have not yet been
grafted to a particular variety.

Comparatively large capital required. An average investment in bear-
ing pears in the Rogue River Valley was found to be approximately $1,OOO

Bartlett 138 2,191 34.9 16.7 17 88 3.28
Bosc -- 118 1,619 25.7 15.6 83 657 359
D'Anjou 121 1,367 21.7 15.9 8 36 2.9
Comice 72 464 7.4 17.8 6 74 3.55Winter Nelis ..._ 61 381 6.06 18.1 17 73 2.7
Howell 33 206 3.27 19.4
Other varieties 16 62 .97 21.7 23t 680 4.08

Number of varieties Percentage of farms

1 9
2 16
3 25
4 24
5 19
6 7
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per acre (Table XXXII). 'the land with bearing trees constitutes 87.7 per-
cent of the total investment. All other items combined, including, build-
ings, irrigation equipment, horses, and machinery, constitute only 12.3 per-
cent of the total. It is clearly evident that good management, efficient

TABLE XXXII. THE CAPITAL INVESTMENT IN BEARING PEARS ONLY
Three-year - Average, 1924, 1925, 1927

Investment item
against bearing pears only

Average invest-
Average invest- ment per acre
melt per farm of bearing pears

Percentage of
total bearing
pear invest-

ment

practices, and heavy production will be required to pay interest on so large
an investment per acre.

Considering the entire farm as a business unit, the total investment is
much larger than that dev9ted to the pear enterprise alone, but the aver-
age investment per acre is only about one-half as high as it is in the bearing
pear land (Table XXXIII).

TABLE XXXIII. TOTAL INVESTMENT PER FARM
Three-year Average, 1924, 1925, 1927

Earning power of the pear enterprise. The earning power of the pear
enterprise in the Rogue River Valley compares most favorably to that of
any other agricultural or horticultural enterprise within the state. Its
requirement of large investment, scientific knowledge, business training
and resourcefulness, together with its Opportunity for profit, has attracted
many intelligent, experienced business men and enticed them to invest
their capital, time, and ability in developing the enterprise. This, in turn,
has been influential in evol.ving good practices, increasing enthusiasm and
promoting systems of management which have been very largely respon-
sible for making pear production a profitable business.

Pears supply major incäme. The average farm which produces pears
in the Rogue River Valley obtains 88 percent of its income from that

Average in-
vestment per

farm

Average in-
vestment per

acre

Percentage of
total invest-

ment

%
Land _-..- $47,250 $442.42 85.5
Building 4,681 43.83 8.5
Drainage and irrigation 773 7.24 1.5

TOTAL REAL ESTATE 52,704 493.49 95.5
Feed and supplies 232 2.18 .4
Livestock 440 4.12 .8
Machinery and equipment -- -------. 1,812 16.97 3.3

TOTAL $55,188 $516.76 100.0

Bearing orchard $34,046 $873 87.?Buildings ..- 2,930 75 7.
Drainage and irrigation equipment 325 5 .8

TOTAL REAL ESTATE 37,301 956 96.0
Horses and horse feed - 222 6 .6
Machinery and equipment 1,338 34 3.4

TOTAL INVESTMENT $38,861 $996 100.0
(Bearing pears only)
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crop (Table XXXIV). Apples provide the next largest source of revenue,
and livestock holds third place as an income producer on the pear farm.
The factor of diversity is relatively unimportant in the pear-farm business
as indicated by the small income from products other than pears. Many
of the growers produce nothing but pears while others have minor enter-
prises of crops and livestock.

TABLE XXXIV. DISTRIBUTION OF RECEIPTS ON PEAR FARMS
Three-year Average, 1924, 1925, 1927

Average profit per box. A box of pears produced on these farms dur-
ing the years of this study (1924, 1925, 1927) netted the grower an average
profit of 324 after reimbursing him for all cash costs of production and
4epreciation and paying him current wages for his labor and 5 percent
interest on his investment (Table XXXV).

TABLE XXXV. THE AVERAGE PROFIT" IN THE PEAR ENTERPRISE
(1924, 1925, 1927)

Year
Average yield Average cost Average price Average profit

per acre per box per boxt per box

boxes

"Profit is the income over total cost of production.
fTotal amount grower received for his pears divided by the number of boxes sold. Is

equivalent to the gross selling price of pears after packing charges, storage, selling, and
shipping costs have been deducted.

It will be observed that reducing the cost per box is equivalent to
increasing the price received. For example, in 1925 the average profit per
box was only 34 lower than it was in 1924, although the average price
received by the grower in 1924 was 244 per box higher than it was in 1925:
As a result of a good yield and a low cost of production in 1927 the
grower's net profit was 414 more than in 1924 although the price in 1924
was 124 per box greater than in 1927.

Gross returns per acre. There was a wide variation in the incomes
produced per acre by the different varieties of pears studied, ranging from
193 per acre for Cornice to $334 per acre for Winter Nelis. The average

1924 110 $1.73 $1.92 .19
1925 130 1.52 1.68 .16
1927 180 1.20 1.80 .60

Average all years 140 1.48 1.80 .32

Item

Average re-
ceipts per

farm
Percentage

of total

Pears -- ----- $ 9,754 88.0
Apples ._-._ 669 60
Other fruit 138 1.3
Hay 59 .5
Grain 62 .6
Other crops -- 11 .1
Total livestock 262 2.4
Total other sources 125 1.1

TOTAL RECEIPTS PER FARM $11,080 100.0



income was $252 per acre for all varieties and for all records included in
the survey (Table XXXVI).

Apparently the yield per acre exerted greater influence on income
than did the price per box. The Cornice variety, for example, ranged
second in price, but slid down to sixth place in yield and income. Likewise
the Bosc variety ranged third in price per box but fifth in yield and income
produced. The Winter Nelis variety held first rank in yield and income
per acre, although it went down to fourth place in the average price per
box the grower received. Bartlett brought the lowest average price per
box, but owing to a fairly good yield per acre this variety rose to fourth
rank as an income producer.

TABLE XXXVI. AVERAGE RETURNS PER ACRE BY VARIETY OF PEARS
Three.year Average, 1924, 1925, 1927

The Bartlett variety is of course primarily a canning pear usually sold
on a tonnage basis for this purpose. Because of its wider market and com-
petition it naturally does not equal in price the winter pear varieties. Its
yielding ability, quality for canning, and wide usage, however, make it one
of the leading varieties in the Rogue River district.

Comparative earnings on best and average farms. The labor income
made by the average orchardist was only about one-tenth as large as that
obtained by the upper one-fifth of the growers (Figure 22). The higher
yield per acre and the lower, cost per box on the better farms secured for
them a net income per acre three times as large as that obtained by the
average farm. While there was less than one year's difference in the
weighted average age of the trees for the most profitable and the average
farm groups, the highest 20 percent of the farms harvested 46 percent
greater acreage of pears than was harvested by the average grower (Table
XLI, Appendix C).

Variety

Number
of rec-
ords

Total
acres

report.
ing

Average
yield

per acre

Average
price

per box

Average
gross

returns
per acre

acres bores
Winter Nelis 60 373 205 $1.66 $334
Howell 32 195 181 1.51 272
D'Anjou 119 1,352 116 2.21 258
Bartlett 137 2,189 168 1.41 235
Bosc 115 1588 105 1.97 206
Cornice 70 462 86 2.11 193

AVERAGE ALL VARIE-
TIES AND ALL REC-
ORDS - - 140 1.80 252
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Fig. 22.

xFor further details and variationS from year to year see Table XLI in Appendix C.
tFarrn Income is the sum remaining after deducting all operating expenses and

depreciation from the total receipts. It is the combined earnings of the operator's capital,
labor and management.

fLabor Income is the amount the operator has left for his labor and management
after all operating expenses, 5% interest on investment, and depreciation have been de.
ducted.

§Earnings on Investment represent Farm Income less the value of the operator's
labor, divided by the total farm investment.

20%M05r PROFITA8LE FARMS AVERAGE OF ALL FARMS

$ l4 $49

57 39



Appendix A

EXPLANATION OF METHODS USED IN THE STUDY

The basic facts presented in this bulletin were obtained directly from
the pear growers by the survey method.

Obtaining records. Great care was given to the selection of samples
upon which the study was to be based. The group of orchards finally
selected was considered an excellent sample in every way owing to the
fact that it included the larger share of all the bearing orchards in the
entire district under study. In this large group all conditions as to soil,
topography, size of acreage, varieties, and methods of operation were
completely covered. Hence the findings as far as the character of the
sample is concerned are believed conclusive.

From the book accounts and the careful estimates of pear growers
thus selected, detailed information was obtained covering every item of
labor and cost in pear production. It was found that a large majority of
the pear growers kept business records of their financial transactions,
which furnished detailed information relative to expenses and income.
The labor operations and practices were carefully estimated item by item
by the growers, and their estimates on these items are exceedingly reliable.

Pear trees under eight years of age were considered as non-bearing.
Cost of production is calculated on the bearing pears only.

Method of analysis. The data were analyzed chiefly by the method of
grouping and cross-tabulating. The character of. the data did not justify
more extensive correlation analysis, the method employed giving satis-
factory qualitative measurements. Records were carefully checked in the
field, and additional information obtained from the grower when necessary
to clarify an item. Records of farms with unquestionably abnormal condi-
tions and those which for any reason appeared unreliable were discarded.

Cost of bears delivered to packing-house. Only the cost of growing
the pears and delivering them to the packing-house is included. The pro.
cess of packing, storing, selling, and shipping is considered as a marketing
function and is not included as a part of the cost of production so far as
the grower is concerned. This is due to the fact that no packing (with one
or two exceptions) is done on the farms themselves, but is taken care of
by commercial and cooperative organizations which sell the fruit.

Crop of 1926 omitted. The 1926 pear crop was omitted from the stud)
because of the very unusual and abnormal condition brought about by the
spray-residue situation. The necessity for the speedy development of ma-
chinery and methods for cleaning the fruit of the spray residue just prior
to and during the harvesting of the 1926 crop caused losses of such an
unusual character that the problems connected therewith were not con-
sidered as ordinary hazards of pear production.

Yield. The yield of pears produced represents the number of boxes of
packed and graded fruit sold by the growers. Pears sold on the tonnage
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basis were converted into boxes, and all production calculated on the
packed-box basis.

Direct man labor is all of the man labor performed directly on the
bearing pear crop. It includes the work done by the operator, that of his
family, and all hired labor. The cost of the labor of the operator or mem-
bers of his family is calculated on the basis of prevailing wages for orchard
labor.

Overhead man labor represents the amount of man labor chargeable
to supervision and general upkeep. The amount of the overhead labor was
determined by deducting the hours of direct labor from the total time of
operator chargeable to the pear enterprise. It amounts on the average to
approximately 13 percent of the total man labor devoted to the crop.

Depreciation and interest. Depreciation is based on the original cost
and estimated life of the building, implement, or machine. Interest is
computed at 5 percent of the present value. The amount of the depreci-
ation or interest chargeable to the bearing pear crop is based on the
proportionate amount of the total usage of the equipment which is devoted
to pear production. The value of the bearing pear land on which 5 percent
interest was charged was estimated by the growers on the basis of the
price for which similar land could be purchased in the district.



Appendix B

CLIMATIC AND SOIL CONDITIONS ON PEAR FARMS
IN THE ROGUE RIVER VALLEY

The moderate climate of the Rogue River Valley is particularly adapt-
ed to the production of pears. Summer temperatures are not so hot nor
winter temperatures so severe as to retard development of the pear crop.

Statisttcs of temperature, rainfall, and length of growing season as
compiled from reports of the United States Weather Bureau stations are
presented tn Table XXXVII.

TABLE XXXVII. CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA FOR THE ROGUE RIVER VALLEY
DISTRICT

Based on United States Weather Bureau Reports

The average temperatures as given for Ashland and Grants Pass are
fairly representative of the average Valley conditions, but from the stand-
point of pcar production the important feature is the variations tn temper-
ature in the spring months which cause serious losses from frost damage
in certain portions of the area. In the localities where the movement of
the air is unrestrained, thus providing good air drainage, killing frosts late
in the spring seldom occur. In those localities where the topography of
the land prevents free and unrestricted air drainage, damage from killing
frosts is quite common. It is in these portions of the Valley that orchard
heating is most effective.

The soils on which pears are successfully grown in the Rogue River
Valley range from the free-working, river-bottom types to the heavy, clay
adobe types of "sticky" soils. Pears are produced profitably on every inter-
mediate phase of these two groups. The percentage of acreage of the
bearing pears produced on the different types of soils includel in this
study is shown in Table XXXVIII.

53

Point of
obser- Length of Climatic
vation record conditions

Elevation
years

Medford ...- 1425 ft.
Average annual rainfall Medford 6 17.06 In.
Mean ntaximurn temperature._ Ashland 33 64.9°F.
Mean maximum ternperature.. Grants Pass 28 67.0°F.
Mean minimum temperature Ashland 33 40.1°F.
Mean minimum temperature Grants Pass 28 38.8°F.
Highest temperature \sliland 33 108.0°F.
Highest temperature Grants Pass 28 110.0°F.
Losvest temperature Ashland 33 4°F.
Lowest temperature Graitts Pass 28 0°F.
Average date ast killing Irost in spring Medford 6 May 2
Average date hrst killing frost in autumn Medford 6 October 10
Average length of grossing season Medford 6 161 days
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TABLE XXXVIII. PERCENTAGE OF BEARING PEARS GROWN ON
DIFFERENT TYPES OF SOIL

Three-year Average 1924, 1925, 1927

Percentage of
Type of soil total acres

The 'Free Soil" group includes those classified as Medford gravelly fine sandy loam,
deep phase Agate gravelly loam, Agate gravelly sandy loam Agate gravelly loam, Coleman
gravelly loam, Bellavista fine sandy loam, Neal fine sandy loam, Kerby gravelly loam,
Barron coarse sandy loam, and Columbia fine sandy loam.

fThe "Semi-Sticky" group includes those soils classified as Medford loam, Medford
ravel!y clay loam, stony colluvial phase of Tolo loam, Tolo loam, Salem clay loam,

Olympic clay loam, and Hugo silt loam.
9The 'Sticky" group of soils includes those classified as dark-colored phase of clay

adobe, Phoenix clay adobe, Phoenix clay loam adobe Climax clay adobe, Meyer clay adobe,
Salem clay adobe, Antelope clay, Antelope clay adobe, Olympic clay adobe1 Aiken clay
adobe, Meyers silty clay loam, Neal clay adobe, and dark-colored phase 01 Coker clay
adobe.

Sandy or free-working soil 28.5
Loam (or seini.sticky)f 22.8
Heavy or sticky soill 48.7

100.0



Appendix C
SUPPLEMENTARY AND DETAILED TABLES

TABLE XXXIX. HARVEST AND PREHARVEST COST PER ACRE IN
PEAR PRODUCTION

Three-year Average, 1924, 1925, 1927

Item

Pre-harvest cost Harvest cost Total cost per
pet acre per acre acre
Over- Over- Over.
head head head

Direct labor Fixed Direct labor Direct labor Fixed
cost cost cost cost cost cost cost cost

LABOR
Man labor Pruning $11.63 $ 11.63
Man labor Grafting .13 .13
Man labor Replanting trees -----29 .29
Man labor Surgery (blight) 7.73 7.73
Man labor Spraying 8.52 8.52
Man labor Plowing 1.41 1.41
Man labor Cultivating 4.33 4.33
Man labor Smudging 2.14 2.14
Man labor Irrigattog ..._ 5.88 5.88
Man labor Cover, shade crop.....17 .17
Man labor Fertilizing -- .47 .47
Man labor Bracing, propping... $ 1.50 1.50
Man labor Thinning .93 .93
Man labor Picking 20.16 20.16
Man labor Hauling, marketing 8.71 ..... 8.71
Man labor Cleaning up .19 .19
Other man labor 1.39 1.39

TOTAL MAN LABOR 44.09 7.09 31.49 $ 4.19 75.58 $11.28

Horse labor $ 2.39 $ 0.77 $ 3.16
MATERIALS

Spray - 7.27 7.27
Fertilizer 2.51 2.51
Seed .73 .73
Replacing trees $ 0.41 $ 0.41
Smudge oil 3.70 3.70

MACHINERY (Exclusive of in.
terest and depreciation)
Tractor and truck 3.45 1.12 4.57
Sprayer 1.17 1.17
Automobile operation .71 .72 1.43
General machinery repairs 3.33 3.33
General fuel and oil 1.63 1.63

GENERAL EXPENSE
Building iepairs -- 1.71 1.71
Telephone .36 .36
Insurance (building) 1.50 1.50
Insurance (hail, liability) 1.21 1.21
Taxes anti irrigation (operat-

ing, maintenance, interest).... 10.25 10.25
Rent on buildings and equip-

ment - .14 .14
Interest on borrowed working
capital 1.75 1.75
Miscellaneous 4.22 4.22

DEPRECIATION
All buildings 3.52 3.52
Irrigation and drainage equip-

ment .75
Machinery and work stock 9.43 943

INTEREST ON IN VESTMENT
Bearing pear orchard 43.82 43.82
Buildings 3.76 3.76
Irrigation and drainage equip-

ment .41 .41
Machinery, horses, feed 2.01 2.01

TOTAL COST PER ACRE $75.20 $7.09 $78.07 $37.06 $4.19 $112.26 $11.28 $78.07
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TABLE XL. EFFECT OF BLIGHT CONTROL ON COST AND YIELD

TABLE XLI. COMPARATIVE EARNINGS OF THE PEAR FARM BUSINESS"

Three year.
average

High-
est Aver-

20 per- age of
cent of all
farms farms

13.6%
$8,067

$12,137
$24,280
$22,471

4.9%
$748

$3,507
$11,080
$9,754

8.0% 12.7%

$396 $250

$148 $49

$34 $25

$248 $202
$1.20 $1.48

206 140

57 39

17.2 16.4

"Computed to the nearest whole number.
tPercentage Earned on Investment is the Farm Income less the estimated value of

the operator's labor divided by tlte total farm inveslmeltt.
$Labor Income is the amount which the operator has left for his own and man-

agement after all operatiitg expense, 5 percent interest on investment, and depreciation have
been deducted.

$Farm Inconte is the sum iemaining after deducting all operating expenses and de-
preciation fiont the total receipts. It is the combined earnings of the operator's capital,
labor, and management.
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5-mcentage earned on
investmentf 13.2% 2.41% 11.8% 3.1% 15.7% 9.4%

Labor incomef $7,056 -$492 $5,942 -$286 $11,204 $3,023
Farm iitcome$ $10,533 $2,580 $9,775 $2,331 $16,102 $5,611
Total farm receipts $21,116 $10,146 $20,795 $9,599 $30,929 $13,495
Totaireceiptafrompears $19,828 $8,844 $17,899 $8,077 $29,686 $12,342
Percentage of receipts

not pears 6% 13% 13.9% 15.9% 4.2% 9.4%
Gross receipts per acre

of bearing pears $460 $211 $318 $218 $411 $322
Net receipts per acre of

bearing pears $153 $20 $116 $21 $176 $105
Receipts per $100 in-

v e s t e d in bearing
pears -- $33 $22 $32 $21 $37 $32

Total cost per acre
pear production $307 $191 $202 $197 $235 $217

Total cost per box $1.42 $1.73 $1.08 $1.52 $1.10 $1.20
Yield pears per acre 216 ItO 188 130 214 180
Average acres bearirtg

pears per farm 43 42 56 37 72 38
Weight of average age

bearing trees 18 15 15.9 16.2 17.8 17.9

Year
Groups on basis
of hours per acre

Number of Average hours
records per acre

Yield per
acre

hours boxes
1924 tO hours or less 30 5.2 93

More than 10 hours 25 26.2 132

55 1&7 111

1925 30 hours or less 20 6.3 114
More than 10 hours 30 35.3 140

50 2E7 HO

1927 10 hours or less 28 4.0 167
More than 10 hours 7 16.7 228

35 5 H3

Average
all years 10 hours or less 78 5.2 125

More than 10 hours 62 26.1 167

140 15.0 131

Average cost
per box

$1.83
. 1.69

$1.75

$1.58
1.48

$1.52

$t.2t
1.12

$1.18

$t.54
1.43

$1.48


